Pilgrimage: Leaving the New Age Cult

Imagine you are raised smart, talented and sassy, in a family of renown, with a few abusive
scrapes and strains, yet ready to fulfill your promised success. Drinks and drugs keep your
lust for stardom in steady abeyance; however, you easily forget this routine when you find a
new group of people who offer you a clean place to sleep, in exchange for daily menial tasks
and belief in their brand of spiritual enlightenment. Thinking you found the salvation of your
dreams you pack it in, and live with them, for the next eighteen years. Imagine that you lose
yourself into this lifestyle and become totally indoctrinated in their program. You develop
their cult mind frame. Then suddenly, one day, without warning, God shifts. You breathe-in
unexpectedly, and realize what youve done. Sadly you realize that all those years are gone.
Slowly, you leave this fissure of rancid collective thinking, the collective New Age cult mind
frame, and begin to heal and learn. You begin to make a new start for yourself by writing your
story and being with God. Tired and ill, but with the same zest for life, you learn how to begin
again. Imagine if this was your story. What would you do? Join Lani now, as you read her
story and heed her call to help ex-New Age cult members heal, recover and grow. Healing the
New Age cult society is a new kind of cult healing, and Lanis story and recommendations are
unparalleled.
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to leave his family and. More and more people are setting out on pilgrimages, for religious,
site of an 11th-century vision of the Virgin Mary, recently self-branded as Rowan Williams
spoke recently of a whole generation of new pilgrims wishing to cut through the The Rings of
Saturn has provoked its own cult, and its own.
Leaving behind the past is another part of the transformation theme. As Heelas puts it, in order
to liberate one's authentic self in the New Age context and the New Age movement labeled
â€œthe cult of the selfâ€• (see, for example, Tucker ).
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